CARTRIDGE

Transfiguration Proteus
It’s evolution rather than revolution, but with this new moving-coil a respected
Japanese designer offers some enhancements to his own tried and trusted formula
Review: Steve Harris Lab: Paul Miller

M

any revered moving-coil
cartridges have been
with us for donkey’s
years, it seems,
with revisions appearing every
decade or so. Transfiguration has
introduced new models more
often than that, but all of them
are based on a design first seen in
1992 – and that includes the new
£2995 Proteus reviewed here.
However, its creator, Seiji Yoshioka
[see boxout] claims that the Proteus
comes another big step closer to the
unachievable ideal of a cartridge that
adds nothing and takes nothing away
from the signal, like the proverbial
‘straight wire with gain’.

LEFT: This new model uses the
same aluminium body shell as
the existing Phoenix, but has a
lower output; there are some
important differences inside too

principles of design
In most moving-coil cartridges, a single
large magnet is used, with yokes or pole
pieces front and back to complete the
magnetic circuit. The cantilever with coils
at its back end is attached to a damper and
suspension block, which in turn is mounted
to the magnet’s rear yoke. At the front,
the cantilever projects through a hole in
the front yoke, which is thus closer to the
moving-coils than the rear one.
From the start, with the original
Transfiguration AF-1 [HFN, Apr ’92],
Yoshioka’s concept was to take advantage
of powerful modern magnet materials,
getting rid of this asymmetry by using small
ring magnets front and rear. Unlike the

yokes, these two magnets could both be
extremely close to the coils.
This principle has been used in all
Transfigurations to date, including the
Orpheus flagship, which the Proteus
replaces. Also familiar from previous
models is the 0.3mm diameter boron
cantilever, and the Ogura PA diamond
stylus that’s long been popular with other
cartridge brands too. With a major radius
of 30µm, this is arguably an extendedcontact type rather than a true linecontact, but with its minor or scanning

immutably musical
Engineer, classical music lover and a keen concert-goer, Seiji Yoshioka founded
the Immutable Music company in 1992 to launch his Transfiguration AF-1 movingcoil cartridge. Having studied existing conventional MCs, Yoshioka had identified
the inherent problem of asymmetry in the magnet system, and came up with his
own solution. ‘I see a unique heritage of recorded music from the golden age
of stereo LP productions somewhat in jeopardy,’ he says, ‘Unless people have a
chance to hear more of those glories. The personal mission led me to capitalise
on the unique potential of the “ring-magnet” and “yokeless” construction.’
After the AF-1, later models all followed the same principle, though with many
refinements. The Transfiguration Orpheus, introduced in 2007, would remain the
flagship of the range until the arrival of this new Proteus.
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radius of 3µm it can give a
very detailed sound.
All these features – and the
bow-fronted aluminum body
as used on the Phoenix model
[HFN, Mar ’08] – are old news,
but under the skin the Proteus
boasts some genuine advances. First,
the coil impedance has been reduced
from 2.5ohm to 1ohm, by using fewer
turns and a thicker silver wire. This
is said to produce less phase shift and
improve transient performance, while
the coils’ lower mass improves overall
speed and mechanical responsiveness. Not
surprisingly, the output is lower too.
Both front and rear magnets are now
neodymium iron, where previously the
front one was samarium cobalt, and this
gives a higher magnetic flux density. A
higher grade of mu-metal (3S instead of 2S)
has been used for the square core which
the coils are mounted on, and this is said
to improve transparency and information
retrieval ‘without sacrificing musicality’.

a detailed presentation
I set the Proteus up in my usual SME 10
to begin with but I also had outstanding
results with the Rega RP8. From the
start, I found that the Proteus could
give a layered, relaxed and yet detailed
presentation that allowed you to focus on
any instrument or voice in a recording.
Listening to Bob Marley And The Wailers
Live [Island ILPS 9376], the Proteus seemed
to smooth out the rough edges of the live
sound, even on the momentary intrusion of
mic feedback near the start of ‘No Woman,
No Cry’. Yet it clarified every part of the
mix, with the backing vocals beautifully
distinct and separated, for example.
And vocals could be lovely, if sometimes
a little less forward and tactile than
expected. This was the case with Jennifer

TRANSFIGURATION PROTEUS

Warnes on ‘Ballad Of The
Runaway Horse’ from Rob
Wasserman’s Duets [GRP
97 121]. Here Wasserman’s
double-bass was excellent,
sounding woody, full-bodied
and decisively rhythmic; and
it was even more captivating
on the next, uptempo, track
‘Gone With The Wind.’
On Eric Clapton’s classic
1970s rock album Slowhand
[RSO 2479 201] the Proteus
again seemed able to lay
out a complex mix so that
you could home in on any
part without effort. On ‘Lay Down
Sally’, over the hypnotic shuffle beat
of Carl Radle and Jamie Oldaker,
Clapton’s seemingly understated
solo guitar stood out nicely, clear of
the busy background.
‘Walk On The Wild Side’ from Lou
Reed’s Transformer [RCA LSP4807]
was exquisite, Reed’s vocal finely
nuanced with air around it, while
Herbie Flowers’
amazing bass was
just ‘there’ like a
force of nature, but
with such detail that
you could not help
picking up on the
faint twangy buzz of
the string against the
fingerboard on each note.
When the Thunderthighs girls
sang louder, you could almost see
the fader being pushed up. On this
track I felt that the balance and
general demeanour of the Proteus
was almost beyond criticism.
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
[Discovery HDR 1001] sounded
magnificent, too. Waters’ vocals

ABOVE: A body that extends well
forward makes it hard to see the stylus
when setting up, but by the same token
it isn’t dangerously exposed when in use

were just epic, and his slide guitar
was really spine-tingling, with the
real scratch of the bottleneck on
wire-wound strings.
Finally, one of the most revelatory
moments with the
Proteus came when
I put on one of the
old Decca stereo
records of István
Kertesz conducting
the LSO in Dvorak’s
Scherzo Capricciso
[SXL 6044].
Here the instrumental timbres
just seemed to glow with fresh life,
while the dynamics and vigour of
the orchestra were stunning. The
loud and uninihibited timpani were
heard to the full but their impact
didn’t muddy the overall texture.
It was a joyful sound.

‘Instrumental
timbres just
seemed to glow
with new life’

A fair few miles of vinyl have spun under the bridge since our
last look at a Transfiguration moving-coil [the Phoenix in HFN
Mar ’08] but this latest Proteus model obviously shares its key
DNA. Like that Phoenix model, the Proteus is a low-ish output
MC offering 230µV/100ohm (re. 1kHz/5cm/sec) and delivers
a very extended HF response with an equally ‘hot’ upper
treble. Indeed, few MCs can match the +8.4dB/16kHz (lateral)
response of the Proteus which has a sharper sting than even the
Sumiko Blue Point [HFN Mar ’11]. Fortunately this treble peak
is beyond the typical range of vinyl noise even if the presence
and lower treble are still obviously emphasised. The fact that
vertical cuts offer a similar response (+7.3dB/16kHz) bodes well
for the uniformity of the sound ‘image’ from peripheral backing
instruments to strong vocal performers [see Graph 1, below].
Ultrasonic harmonics are also revealed by the extended
response, so distortion necessarily measures high at a max. of
12-13% at 8-9kHz (–8dB re. 5cm/sec). Once again the symmetry
of Transfiguration’s 5N silver coil/µ-metal core generator is
reflected in the symmetry of its in-phase/anti-phase THD [see
Graph 2]. The real gain in Transfiguration’s latest MC design
is realised in its enhanced tracking ability, the Proteus still
showing a strong arm/cartridge resonance of +15dB and a
moderate 17-19cu compliance and yet it clears the maximum
80µm groove with aplomb and suffers <0.6% THD through
the toughest +18dB/315Hz test track. Readers may view a
comprehensive QC Suite test report for the Transfiguration
Proteus MC pick-up by navigating to www.hifinews.co.uk and
clicking on the red ‘Download’ button. PM

ABOVE: Frequency response curves (–8dB re. 5cm/
sec) lateral (L+R, solid) versus vertical (L–R, dashed)

HI-FI NEWS VERDICT
This won’t be the first review
to describe a Transfiguration as
neutral-sounding, seeming to
reveal the character of other
parts of a system rather than
displaying much of its own. The
measured frequency response
contradicts this, but for me the
Proteus actually didn’t often
sound over-bright. On most
recordings it seemed nicely
balanced, pleasing the ear with
effortless detail and musicality.
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ABOVE: Lateral (L+R, solid) and vertical (L–R, dashed)
tracing and generator distortion (2nd-4th harmonics)
vs. frequency from 20Hz-20kHz (–8dB re. 5cm/sec)

HI-FI NEWS SPECIFICATIONS
Generator type/weight

Moving coil / 7.8g

Recommended tracking force

1.7-2.2mN (2.0mN)

Sensitivity/balance (re. 5cm/sec)

230μV / 0.36dB

Compliance (vertical/lateral)

17cu / 19cu

Vertical tracking angle

30 degrees

L/R Tracking ability

80μm / 80μm

L/R Distortion (–8dB, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.55–12.1% / 0.54–12.5%

L/R Frequency resp. (20Hz-20kHz)

–0.4 to +8.4dB / –0.3 to +10.3dB

Stereo separation (1kHz / 20kHz)

24dB / 21dB
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